THANK YOU
FOR SUPPORTING
STUDENTS

Foreword: Chris Hughes
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education)
Thank you so much for supporting students at Warwick.
This is the first edition of a new annual report created
to show you the incredible impact your donations
are making on young people’s lives. 2020 has been
a challenging year but we have continued to help
students access the University, make the most of their
time here and go on to successful careers. Your support
has made this possible.
Covid-19 has resulted in serious challenges for students
pertaining to health and wellbeing, finances, and
education and opportunity. The consequences of the
pandemic and lockdown measures are likely to impact
the most significantly on young people from low income
families. That’s why the support of our donor community
is more important than ever.
Enjoy reading and thank you again for your generosity,
which is truly appreciated by the students you help and
everyone here at the University.
With all best wishes
Chris

One in four students at Warwick comes from a low
income background. We work to encourage access
to higher education for all those who have the
potential to study at university, regardless of their
circumstances. In 2019/20 our widening participation
and outreach programmes engaged with 11,932
participants and supported 1,200 students in total:

81% 50% 37.6%
were students from
disadvantaged
backgrounds
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were students from
BAME backgrounds

We also worked with:

You are helping this happen.

269

Over the past three years,

102

wonderful donors have raised

schools

PS. We’d love to hear your feedback on the
report so please keep in touch by emailing
Jo Clark, Senior Donor Relations Officer, at:
jo.clark@warwick.ac.uk.

were students from
neighbourhoods with
low rates of progress to
higher education

Undergraduate
Warwick Scholars

126

school pupils with the
potential to become
Warwick Scholars

1,700

£6.8 million
to support students at Warwick.

That’s amazing.
Thank you!
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A chance for success:
Warwick Scholars

IntoUniversity update
IntoUniversity works with both primary and secondary
students to raise their aspirations and develop their
self-confidence. Pupils are encouraged to think about
higher education and the world of work, as well as
apprenticeships and training opportunities.

Over the past three years, our scholarships programme
has ensured that more than 100 talented students from
disadvantaged backgrounds can study at Warwick.
Scholars benefit from academic support, networking
opportunities and a £2,000 per year bursary to help fund
the costs of living and essential educational resources.

We asked one of our Year 12 pupils what he likes most
about IntoUniversity:
“They are supportive and actually want you to take the
opportunities they present to you. They give you advice
having been through the same educational journey,
so it is really useful. It gives me a similar pathway and
footsteps to walk in.”

Students are offered access to a range of University-wide
activities and exclusive opportunities, co-created with our
student community. This empowers them to develop their
skills and experiences, enabling them to achieve their
personal and professional goals both here at Warwick and
beyond.

This particular student recently secured an internship at
a firm managed by a Warwick donor.

For the first time this year, 99 students in Year 13 (final year
of high school) took part in the Warwick Scholars access
programme. These students will receive all of the above
support, plus a 50% tuition fee discount per year of study
as an undergraduate, as well as being supported through
their A level studies.

Support during Covid-19
To ensure our students maintain their educational
progress, we are providing a remote service based
around a three-pronged approach: an online learning
platform (Seesaw), email resources and telephone
tutorials. Since the start of lockdown, our staff have
been providing consistent and structured support –
they have made 2,388 successful calls to 190 students.

Your gifts fund more scholarship bursaries for students
like Kyara (see below) and offset some of the costs of the
programme, ensuring that we are giving more young
people a chance for success. Thank you.

‘Empowering,
enabling and
co-created.’

How we describe our
Warwick Scholars Programme

Scholar spotlight:
Kyara De Oliveira Taborda
Scholarship: Warwick Scholars
Subject of Study: Biomedical Science
About me: I really enjoy fitness and wellbeing. I’m part of the Warwick ACS netball
team and I attend practice every week, as well as playing weekly matches with
other societies. My academic interests at the moment include the development of
the Covid-19 pandemic – I have always been fascinated about how microorganisms
can multiply, invade and change human anatomy to cause illness.
My proudest achievement so far: As a Warwick Scholar, I’m involved in widening
participation and reaching out to the community. I had the opportunity to become
a widening participation student progression team mentor for Year 8 pupils at a
school in Coventry. I held weekly sessions on higher education and began to help
them see that university is a possible path for them to take. I’m really proud that I
helped them to realise their full potential.
Kyara (featured above) is one of our scholar ambassadors, working to promote the positive impact of scholarships on
students’ lives. Meet the whole team at: www.warwick.ac.uk/scholarambassadors
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Warwick in Africa
Warwick in Africa has had many supporters over the years
and you have helped make it the success it is today. The
idea behind the project is simple. Warwick students, staff
and alumni collaborate with local teachers, learners and
corporate volunteers to help improve education and life
chances for children in some of Africa’s poorest schools.
In 2020 Warwick in Africa has gone digital. Due to the
impact of Covid-19 our volunteering placements were
sadly cancelled, but we’ve been mentoring teachers online,
collating resources, and our student volunteers have still
gained valuable skills and experience through a number of
UK based volunteering opportunities.
• Warwick in Africa partners with 24 Schools in Ghana,
South Africa and Tanzania.
• This year 17 students have taken part in UK based
voluntary projects.
Here’s what one of our amazing volunteers had to say:
“Through volunteering in Johannesburg and engaging in
the Raising Aspirations project with Warwick in Africa,
I have been exposed to areas I wouldn’t have even
considered previously; fundamentally changing
my post-university ambitions for the better.”
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Multicultural Scholars Programme

Covid-19 appeal update
Together, 828 of you have raised an amazing £93,000 to
help students facing challenging circumstances due to the
impact of Covid-19.

“During this difficult time, I was unable to secure a part-time
job to support myself, leading to extreme financial pressure
that caused high levels of stress and anxiety,” she said.

From scholarships for young people from low-income
families to hardship funds helping students continue their
studies, our donor community’s support for the appeal is
already making a huge difference.

“After I accessed the Hardship Fund I was able to
concentrate on completing my studies without worrying
about the financial burden.”

Warwick Medical School has established a dedicated
Student Hardship Fund to support those who find
themselves in financial hardship due to the increased
intensity of the medical course.
Your donations are also helping students like Mei Xing*
who was struggling financially having come to the end
of her PhD funding in her final year. The spread
of Covid-19 and the resulting lockdown further
worsened the situation.

Research spotlight:
pandemic response
The Covid-19 pandemic is having an
unprecedented effect on societies, communities
and economies worldwide, and is recognised as
both a health and an economic crisis.
By establishing an Institute for Global Pandemic
Planning, Warwick is combining world-class
expertise to develop comprehensive solutions
for global leaders struggling to respond to the
health, social, economic and psychological
impacts of pandemics.
Through the Institute, Warwick will rapidly
mobilise an interdisciplinary response group of
experts to advise governments. Philanthropic
support will help create a robust pipeline of 40
doctoral students to expand worldwide scientific
leadership on managing pandemics. These
students will be able to take knowledge gained
at Warwick back to their home countries to help
prepare for future pandemics.
Learn more about the Institute at
https://warwick.ac.uk/giving/projects/igpp.
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Initiated in 2005, the Multicultural Scholars Programme
provides academic, financial and careers support for
students from under represented ethnic groups in UK
Higher Education.

This year we had 35 scholars in the Law School, our biggest
ever group. Eleven scholars are eagerly awaiting their final
degree results and have an impressive range of training
contracts and graduate jobs to go on to.

It was founded by two donors who wished us to focus
on the development of the programme and not on
recognising them, so chose to remain anonymous. Since
then, many more supporters have joined them to help the
programme grow.

During the pandemic, we have continued to keep in contact
with our scholars remotely and have had discussions on
how the programme can best support them, particularly in
the wake of the Black Lives Matter movement.

Scholarships are available in Law, Business and Engineering
subjects and in this edition we focus on Law.

A massive thank you to all the individuals, organisations and
donors who have contributed to the programme this year,
we really appreciate the invaluable advice and support you
have given our scholars.

Have you found your name on the donor list on our appeal
website? Visit http://warwick.ac.uk/covid19appeal to have
a look.

Using artificial intelligence to help the NHS
Scholar Harry Wilde is a Warwick PhD student working on
pandemic research. Harry was involved in a collaborative
epidemiological modelling project which led to multiple
reports being passed to the UK Government advising
for a significant increase in the level of testing across the
country.
Harry also carried out analysis on daily site report data
from the NHS to conduct a survey on hospital bed
availability and occupancy throughout the pandemic.
This work revealed some critical issues to be dealt with as
the pandemic continues and is being included in one of
HDR UK’s SAGE reports, presenting the most important
research currently happening to the government.
“Since the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, I knew that I
wanted to engage with some positive work to help tackle
the mounting crisis,” he says.
Harry’s PhD studies were
made possible thanks
to a Feuer International
Scholarship in Artificial
Intelligence, kindly
supported by donor
Jonathan Feuer.

Scholar spotlight:
Jennifer Diakabana
Scholarship: Multicultural Scholars
Subject of Study: Law
About me: One of my current passions is baking. I find it very therapeutic and it’s a
great way for me to channel my creativity. I love reading and at the moment, due to
my connection to the Black Lives Matter movement, I have found myself extremely
interested in books that explore the complex nature of black history and race theory.
My proudest achievement so far: During a law firm’s open day that was part of the
scholarship programme, one of the partners practised a due diligence exercise
with us. I was very successful and was commended for my knowledge. Being able
to impress a partner of a major City firm made me very proud and I’m pleased I was
able to showcase my understanding of the field I’m looking to pursue a career in.
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Women in Engineering
Scholars Programme

Volunteer spotlight:
The angel investor

Six new scholars were welcomed into the scheme
in 2019. All were outstanding applicants and we’re
delighted they’ve joined the Warwick community.

Name: Jessica Sue Rasmussen (neé Jesudason)
(BSc Management Sciences, 1986-89)
Volunteer since: 2013

This year we’ve been especially proud of scholar
Udokama Iwumene (pictured) winning a prestigious
Santander STEMship prize, awarded at the world-famous
Silverstone racetrack.

Favourite memory of studying at Warwick: Attending
gigs in the Students’ Union
About me: I’m Co-Founder and CEO of Two Magnolias
Ltd, an Angel Investment organisation.

Many of our scholars have also taken an active role in
the Warwick Women in Engineering and Science society.
This is a student led group, affiliated with the national
Women’s Engineering Society. As well as supporting its
members through networking, academic support, socials
and events, the society does some fantastic work in the
community inspiring the next generation to consider
a career in Engineering. We’re thrilled that they have
recently received the Bright Network Society of the Year
Award for Diversity and Inclusion.

Donor spotlight:
The musician turned
data entrepreneur
Name: Oli Steadman (MChem Chemistry with Industrial
Training, 2006-10)
Donor since: 2011
About me: Toured the world with Stornoway (the band
had formed before uni, and five years later signed a
record deal... in the summer term just before Finals!).
Through those band experiences I set up my own
music tech company. This has grown into consulting
for businesses (small SMEs through to giant FTSE100s)
designing and delivering data transformation projects
in many exciting sectors, including environment and
sustainability.
Whilst I didn’t take my Chemistry degree into a directly
scientific career, my “Year In Industry” connections
certainly enabled some shortcuts, catalysing
my evolution from music data hobbyist through
bioinformatics and genetics, into general data expert.
Favourite Warwick memory: I joined a vast number of
societies including RaW (Radio Warwick) which I credit
with giving me the chance to slip a Stornoway demo
into the hands of a DJ at BBC Radio One.
Why I support students at Warwick: Having been a
student fundraiser on the telephone appeal myself, I
understood the very real impact alumni gifts can have.
I give mainly to the Music Department, and also as part
of the recent Covid relief scheme.
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Programme lead Dr Joanna Collingwood said: ‘These
scholarships make a massive difference to the students
who receive them. Not only do they support them
financially, but they also set them up with vital contacts
and opportunities, enabling them to enter more
workplaces and champion women in engineering.’

Prior to starting Two Magnolias, I was Managing
Director, Head of Macro Hedge Funds Sales (FX and
Rates), Europe, Middle East and Africa, at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch. Throughout my career, I have
had a particular interest in building diverse teams and
change management and have served on committees
that promote inclusion within the workplace.
Why I support students at Warwick: Warwick is a
fantastic academic platform to catapult young dynamic
and energetic students into the very highest echelons
of some of the world’s best organisations.

Work experience
broadens horizons
Warwick Work Experience Bursaries offer
students the opportunity to receive financial
support when undertaking self-sourced
unpaid work experience. Students receive
£30-£60 per day for up to ten days over
the course of each academic year, with no
limitations on how the funding can be spent
by the student.

After my many years in banking and many mistakes, I
feel a great sense of responsibility to help increase the
dialogue with students before they join the workplace.
Allowing time or lending a friendly ear can break down
some of the mental barriers that students face as they
chose a career in finance (particularly with female
candidates).
I really hope my mentoring and personal sponsorship
of students at Warwick can make a difference to how
they frame their future lives and careers.

Before the pandemic, 187 students applied
to the bursary programme in 2019/20,
undertaking opportunities in the charity
sector, the arts, social care, law and politics, in
both the UK and in international settings.
Programme lead Kimberley Harris says: ‘The
bursaries offer a fantastic way for students
to access meaningful work experience to
explore roles and work environments that are
financially or geographically out of reach.’
Bursary recipient, Politics and International
Studies:
“The bursary has advanced my aspirations by
encouraging me to continue looking further
afield for new opportunities. It has supported
my professional growth and facilitated the
transition from student to promising young
professional. My studies have been enriched
by this experience, and I am returning to
Warwick feeling confident and inspired!”
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Scholarships for
young entrepreneurs

Scholar spotlight:
Hanna Amanuel

The Young Entrepreneurs scholarship programme
was launched in 2019 to help ensure promising young
entrepreneurs from low income families achieve their
potential.

Scholarship: Lion Rock Scholarship

Successful scholars study for an undergraduate degree
at Warwick Business School while working on their
plans to build a business or social enterprise startup with guidance and mentoring from senior WBS
academics and entrepreneurs.
The scheme began with one scholar thanks to a
gift from the Ajvir Sandhu Leadership Foundation
in memory of Amrik Sandhu’s son, Ajvir. The Young
Entrepreneurs Scholarship Programme has inspired
further donors, including a couple who met at Warwick
as students. They want to ensure talented young
people are not held back by their circumstances and
have given an exceptionally generous £250,000 gift –
part of which will fund a further four scholarships over
the coming years.
Programme lead Professor Simon Barnes said: “This
is a scheme that we’re excited to keep growing
and supporting more students in the future. We’re
expanding beyond the region and will be welcoming
students from across the UK to take advantage of this
amazing opportunity.”
Thank you to all supporters who are helping young
people prepare for degree level study at Warwick
Business School by supporting scholarships for
foundation year courses.

Subject of study: Accounting and Finance
About me: My interests lie in combining finance and technology to work in a career
such as business analytics. I have long assumed tech was out of my reach, but my
willingness to learn and stay curious has propelled me to explore the digitalisation
of the financial services and systems. Being a Lion Rock Scholar has most definitely
given me so much confidence and appreciation. As first generation refugees, my
family and I don’t have enough words of gratitude.
My proudest achievement so far: As well as getting involved in many activities (such
as being the regional head for the US programme), my proudest achievement was
project leading a City of Culture project. Being able to lead my peers and taking on
many versatile roles gave me a chance to not only believe, but also push myself. I
just want to give my huge thanks and appreciation for the incredible support and
opportunities that Warwick has given to me.
Supported by a married couple from Hong Kong who are Warwick graduates, the
Lion Rock scholarship programme aims to assist students who are facing financial
challenges. It enables recipients to concentrate fully upon their academic studies,
providing them with a well-rounded and positive student experience.

Contact us

www.warwick.ac.uk/giving
www.facebook.com/WarwickAlumni

Jo Clark
Senior Donor Relations Officer
 jo.clark@warwick.ac.uk
 02476 150064
 07385 037139

Find us on Facebook
To keep you up to date on the latest news and events
from the University, we have recently relaunched our
Warwick Alumni and Friends Facebook page. Visit
www.facebook.com/WarwickAlumni and click like
to follow us.
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Chloe Grainger
Donor Relations Executive
 c.grainger@warwick.ac.uk
 02476 150060
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You have received this newsletter as a donor to the University of Warwick. You can unsubscribe from our communications and
update your details at any time. Contact us by emailing dataservices@warwick.ac.uk. or visit our website at https://warwick.ac.uk/
alumni/services/updateyourdetails. Please read our full alumni, donor and stakeholder privacy notice at https://warwick.ac.uk/
alumni/privacynotice01. The University is an exempt charity (our HMRC Reference Number is XR 67172) and our mailing address
is The University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 8UW, United Kingdom.
*In this report, we have protected the anonymity of school pupils aged under 18 and students who requested not to be named.
Most of the pictures included were taken before the Covid-19 pandemic.

